Pre-K Curriculum Pack

9 weeks of lessons!
Week #1

Day #1

Letter Focus: A

Color Focus: Red

FULL PREVIEW FILE OF DAY ONE!
ENJOY! 😊
What sound does "A" make?

Color the letters red.
Color sheet!

Aa

Apple with a face
Aa
Letter Find!

*Find and circle the letter A.*
Trace Sheet!

*Trace the lines from the apples to the trees. Try to stay on the lines.
A is for apple. What sound does the letter "A" make? Color the apple tree below.
Circle all of the RED items below.
Circle
Diamond
Square
Triangle
Heart
Star

*Print out and laminate these flash cards. Review the different shapes together.
Let's Count!
Count the items in each row. Circle the correct answer at the end of each row.

How many ladybugs do you see?
1 3 2

How many crayons do you see?
3 5 4

How many strawberries do you see?
3 2 1
Color Sort!

*Carefully cut out the apples below. Sort the apples onto the sorting mat at the bottom of the page.

Red Apples  Yellow Apples